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spheres of HPV's, and to promote and to advertise the use of HPV's in a wide range of activities. Visit http://tinyhorsey.co.uk
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Letters, articles, pictures,a non-imaginary Imaginary Friend, etc. are always welcome - please
send to the Editor at the address opposite. Technology being what it is these days, we can cope
with most file formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII, Lotus WordPro/AmiPro or MS Word easiest
to cope with), but if you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable. To reduce cheesiness,
anbarically-transmitted photos should be at a resolution of 300 dpi (or greater if you can afford the
bandwidth).

BHPC Unrace Events
Proposal for a BHPC Social Tour in Flanders, Easter 2004
(& if no one else wants to go, I’ll go on my own!)
2004 being the year of ‘significant’ birthdays etc
(and I know this affects not only yours truly so
stop forging those certificates) it has been
unanimously decided (by moi) that the event
should be marked by a bicycle tour in regions
where beer and chocolate are understood as
proper and worthy cultural events. And where
the terrain is mostly flattish so their worth can
be properly investigated without undue illeffects. And whose local governments have
thoughtfully been introducing considerable
numbers of signposted cycle routes of late thus
avoiding petrol & diesel fumes when pedalling.

Accommodation will be at
campsites. I am more than
happy to arrange this for
everyone, providing I know in
advance, so things can be
booked. The Campsites in
question also have Trekkenhuts
- 4 berth, short stay camping
huts which work out at E30 per
night. Very reasonable, but
needing to be booked in
advance.
I have ridden most parts of the route planned
previously, and stayed at the campsites, so it’s
not just guesswork (for once).

Current planning suggests suitable dates of 7th15th April, i.e. over Easter weekend itself. (yes
this a week after the actual Tour of Flanders and
the Tourist ride that covers the route, but I can’t
see many people wanting to ride 255km
including 19 cobbled hills in one day!) These
are negotiable.

Please get in touch if you’re interested and I
can get moving on booking camping etc.
Depending where everyone is coming from, it
may make more sense jointly to catch a ferry to
Ostend or to Zeebrugge - anyone who knows
about current ferries please get in touch!

The route will be from Zeebrugge or Ostend to
Oudenaarde, thence to Kluisbergen,
Geraardsbergen, Dendermonde, Brugge and
back to the ferry.

I hope I won’t be the only one out there. Hope
to hear from you soon

Staying a couple of nights each in Oudenaarde
and Kluisbergen will enable those foolhardy
enough to take in some of the classic climbs of
the Tour of Flanders as part of short half day
loops with plenty of chance to bottle out. Or just
sit in bars and watch the scenery.

Peter Cox
Belmont Cottage, Church Road, Saughall,
Chester, CH1 6EP
peter.cox@chester.ac.uk

The Editor Enters The Employ Of The Absinthe-Socialist
Ah Ah Ah
While the Editor is away, I shall take over. Heh-heh-heh! [FX: Thwack! As of a Chap being
belaboured about the nut with a sturdy malacca].
Sorry about that interruption from the P*nct*r* Fairy. What I wanted to say was merely that, due to the
uncertain nature of my wanderings in the near future, I shall put the bit which normally goes here
somewhere near the back instead. Oh, look! A bottle of Posh Drink…
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Racing News
The Prologue

Castle Combe – June 15th 2003
slow sprint on the slightly uphill section between
the second chicane and the finish, resolved in
my favour by a second or so. Hurrah! Next
unfaired, and Sports victor is Adrian Setter,
behind partner and Ladies’ victor Claire King,
for which he blames a bout of food poisoning
the previous evening. Yes mate. Multi-track
honours fell to Ben Dickinson’s Trice once
more, and Junior to David Kingsbury, who was
again going well on the Wasp until the heat and/
or the seat stopped his progress. And the Armpowered class fell to Andrew Clanahan – was it
you, Andrew, or one of the other handcyclists
who stopped out on the course to fix a puncture?

Hurrah! Dry, hot and sunny at Castle Combe
for a change. And once the car boot sale mob
have packed up we’re quickly on course for the
annual “Why Do We Do This” festival. Except
Mr. Chattington. Traditionally last to get ready,
and with the rest of us roasting on the grid, Mr.
Organisator Cox (P.) says to start the race
anyway. So we do. Ian is miffed…

The Race
The usual insaniac charge down to Quarry
Corner sees Tim Costen getting to the front
while the remaining fully-faired guys get up to
speed, ahead of some of the unfaired contenders. But not, alas, championship leader Neil
Fleming. Have suffered a flat while warming
up, Neil’s RatRacer then sheds its chain a
couple of times in quick succession, and Lo! he
is downcast, not to mention left behind.
Anyway, things soon sort themselves out and,
as expected, Steve Slade punts the new
Kingcycle Bambeano into an unchallenged
lead. And we go on.

Major thanks to those press-ganged into lapscoring at short notice. We – Geoff Bird, Adrian
Setter and I – think that we’ve got the results
straightened out (and please squeal if you think
there’s something wrong), but we do need to
find a better way of doing the long events where
there aren’t enough spare bodies to do the
necessary with stopwatches.

New Stuff

And on.

Squints at lists. Ah. Pete Cox’ Wyre has been
dressed up with stuff, and now sports a Davies
nose and a curious confection of Correx which
looks like a tail fairing but contrives to enclose a
rack and pair of panniers. Clever, though you
do need to cut the cable ties to get at them.
Mike Willmott’s neat homebuilt trike. And the
new device from the House of Kingsbury, which
JK tells me, is called the Bambeano. Based on
the old Beano shape from circa 1995, but a bit
larger, constructed from shiny shiny carbon/
Kevlar and fitted with “conventional” bottom
bracket and cranks, with the caveat that said
components are Mango-sized and hence
shorter cranks and much narrower BB than is
typically found in your handy Local Bike Shop.
Very sleek and rather fast, though it did wear
away a few bits of Mr. Slade, which cannot have
been much fun. There should have been more
pictures, but the chap who promised to send me
lots didn’t.

It’s not easy to see what’s going on with fortyodd people strung out around a two-mile track,
so I’ll have to be selective here. As expected,
Slash took the flag first, a couple of laps up on
Andrew Willmott. Ian Chattington was one of a
number of people to boil over in the heat and
stopped for a little relief before restarting to grab
third. Ian Willett’s fine run came to a premature
end; following a falling-over incident prior to the
race, his fairing mounts were less secure than
might have been hoped, with the shell eventually coming to rest largely supported by the
rider’s shoulders. Not only that, but it was busy
wearing through the machine’s front tyre, which
eventually gave up the struggle and deposited
the hapless Ian on his side, fortunately
undamaged.
Your editor and Bob Knight spend much of the
race haring round in close formation, though it
did appear, after an hour or so, that I had
managed to get away. ‘twas not to be, though,
and in the end things came down to a rather
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Quote Of The Day
“Following a RatRacer is like being stared out by an angry puffin!” – Chris Cox.

Above: Pete Cox’ Wyre, wif go-faster bits
Below: Kingcycle Bambeano and proud parents Miles (standing, L) and John (seated, R)
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Darley Moor – 6th July 2003
By Mr. R. Middleton And Mr. D. Larrington
With photographs by Mrs. J. Kingsbury
I write these notes concerning the First Race
because otherwise there is the ever-present
possibility that Mr Larrington will fail to inform
the Membership of a salient point, viz., I won.
Hurrah! I actually won a race.

wins nor by a couple of seconds. (And what we
all really want to know is why Hague’s head
sticks out when everyone knows a head-inside
fairing is faster, so the answer - since I asked is that he hated the restricted visibility.)

We need not go into the fact that the first race
was the Slow Race but special emphasis does
need to be made that Clive Sleath Came
Nowhere, and Neither Did Don Rankin, so nur.
We will skip blithely over the fact that a
contributory element in my utterly trouncing
these two villains was that they weren’t actually
present, and I shall attribute my Total Victory
instead to Great Speed and Endurance.

On the warm-down lap I found the blue
Hurricane chap was Nick Martin, King of the
famous Hockerton Housing Project, I not having
hitherto recognised him since Leicester cos of
his new beard or my failing memory, I forget
which. Jolly decent chaps, we recumbent lot,
not like those Narsty UCI Racers who once let
my mate Jonathan Male lead a whole peloton
for an entire race till right at the end when they
all overtook him up Catsick Hill, the hateful gits.
Actually Nick isn’t King of Hockerton cos I think
they’re all anarchists or vegans or troglodytes or
something, you know, windmills and solar
panels and suchlike, and I don’t think people go
in for royalty much when they’re outed glutenfree rice-cake eaters2.

What happened was this. All the handcycle
chaps sat at the front on the starting line, but
like Eeyore letting your stick drop in a twitchy
sort of way 1, I noticed a Small Gap and
accelerating through it hurtled off towards the
horizon, which I rapidly reached and stayed on
for a good three laps before, luckily enough, a
chap on a blue Hurricane and a few other chaps
whom I couldn’t easily identify in the mirror,
caught me up, and after a couple more laps the
chap on the Hurricane took the lead and I snuck
in behind him like a person with a hot dry mouth
gasping for air. As a matter of fact I was such a
person and had such a mouth, and so dry and
so hot was it that if someone’d slipped a lump of
coal into it, I could have spat out a diamond,
except maybe my chemistry is a bit suspect
having gone unused these many years.

Okay, that’s enough about that race. There was
a whole bunch of other people but I shan’t
mention them because they don’t matter a bit
because They didn’t Win. Somebody else did.
Me.
And now I shall hand over to Mr Larrington who
can say everything there is to say about the
Fast Race, except possibly the contribution that
I see the competition is hotting up as to who
can create the Ugliest Fairing, and as on this
subject I consider myself an expert I shall say
nothing about Paul Lowing’s tailbox lest it
influence the jury.

Anyway, round we then all went, I experiencing
the ‘strordinary novelty of actually lapping
people, swapping the lead every lap with the
blue Hurricane chap, until right at the end we
both felt the decent thing was to hit the winning
line together, which proved to be a good deal
more difficult than you might imagine, he having
to brake right at the end because I was on the
outside curve and otherwise he’d have
overtaken me. My wife said afterwards I was a
wheel ahead and the timers said he was a few
seconds ahead, but luckily the HPV club
doesn’t care tuppence for the results except to
make comparisons such as Rob Hague’s now
going 3 mph faster inside his trike fairing, which
comparison ain’t much affected by whoever

Poo ur gosh I mean to say. I have very
little Clue as to what transpired in the
Second3 Race, because I was busy. Mr.
Slade, riding the Eldest Mr. Kingsbury’s
new machine, went zooming off into the
distance with some considerable despatch
and, in spite of a swift pit stop to rectify a
transmission problem, Won. Mr. Willmott
appeared to have the runner-up spot
reserved, until a series of yellow scrape
marks starting at the apex of the hairpin
and terminating, with extreme prejudice,
at the bank on the outside revealed that
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he had clearly had an Accident. Fortunately, he is only lightly wounded and the
bike, while scraped and holed here and
there, is still more or less in one piece.
Which left Mr. Bird, scrapping with Mr.
Willett for much of the duration, to make
good his escape and grab second, which
pleased him greatly. Mr. Chattington and
Mr. Davies were Absent, in case you’re
wondering.

Amongst We, the Great Unfaired, the
leading bunch soon settled down to
contain Mr. Editor, Mr. Fleming, Mr. Cox
(C), Mr. Dennison and Mr. Kingsbury (M)
and there was much tactical riding going
on, including a mostly successful attempt
by Mr. Cox to not take the lead. Attempts
to make Mr. Fleming lead the last Several
of laps came, alas, to naught, when Mr.
Kingsbury decided to lead the last lap and
a bit, and thus we came down the final
straight and Mr. Fleming
sprinted, followed by Mr. Cox
and Mr. Editor, while Mr.
Dennison, foolishly believing
that the bell had signified two
laps to go (as in “forty minutes
plus two”), didn’t. Mr. Cox
attempted to go around the
outside of Mr. Fleming on the
final bend, and didn’t, thus
permitting Mr. Fleming to
remain in the lead of the
Unfaired class. Mr. English is
touring the Former Colony, Mr.
Meredith has not been seen
since Thruxton and Mr. Knight,
it seems, was also Otherwise
Engaged. I did not see much
else of what transpired, as I
was busy trying to stick to other
people’s tailboxes. Sorry.

Above: Steve Slade takes the Bambeano towards victory
Below: Neil Fleming leads Dave Larrington, Chris Cox, Darth
Stuart and Miles Kingsbury
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Ms. King maintained her grip on
the Ladies class with another
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Jon and Anne Coulson do the Organisator; Darth Stuart Dennison waves to the crowd

win, likewise Mr. Dickinson in the
Multitrack. Mr. Clanahan leads the ArmPowered, having just been pipped on the
line by Mr. Stephens, and Miss Sidwell (N)
still leads sister Miss Sidwell (K) in the
Juniors, the latter being overjoyed to
discover that Master Kingsbury (D) is only
spectating as he has some stick-bike
event on Tuesday evening.

the best efforts of People with Stopwatches, it may be that Person X finishes
behind Person Y on the road, but Person
A operates the stopwatch timing Person X
before Person B. Etc. This is another
reason why Electromagical Timing may be
perceived to be a Good Thing.
1.
2.

Kudos to the Coulsons for Organisating;
not thanks and rude words to Mr. Fleming
and Mr. Cox for being better sprinters
than Fatpot Larrington. And lest Mr.
Middleton be wondering why the results
say he is second, it is because in spite of

3.

The House at Pooh Corner, p105
Okay, since when has the BHPC been
afflicted by political correctness?
In a new-fangled atmosphere of
Political Correctitude, referring to
races as “Fast”, “Slow” and so forth is
demeaning, wicked and (continued at
a school near you, possibly)

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Darley Moor
Name
Nick Martin
Richard Middleton
Vaughan Read
Dennis Adcock
Jon Coulson
June Kingsbury
Dennis Turner
Fiona Grove
Anne Coulson
Katie Sidwell
Chris Stephens
Andrew Clanahan
Geoff Marshall
Heather Fortnum
Paul Robinson
Nicola Sidwell
Carol Hague

Vehicle
Challenge Hurricane
Sir Alan
Baron
Piglet
Toxy
Kingcycle
Aerobike Sprint
Velodynamics T5
Kingcycle
Snow Leopard II
?
Sopur
Varna
Mason
Top End XLT Pro
Dilli-Dalli
Perdita

Race 1
Class
O/U
O/U/S
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U/L/S
O/U/S
O/U/L/S
O/L
O/U/L/J/S
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/L/M
O/U/M/A
O/U/L/J/S
O/U/L/M

Laps
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
11
10
10
10
10
10
9
7
6

Min
50
50
50
51
50
50
54
54
50
51
52
52
55
55
54
51
52

Sec
12
13
17
14
20
33
01
36
22
14
01
01
13
29
52
59
03

Km/h
36.5
36.5
36.5
35.8
33.6
33.5
31.3
31.0
30.8
27.5
27.1
27.1
25.5
25.4
23.1
19.0
16.3

MPH
22.7
22.7
22.7
22.2
20.9
20.8
19.5
19.3
19.1
17.1
16.8
16.8
15.9
15.8
14.4
11.8
10.1

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Darley Moor
Name
Steve Slade
Geoff Bird
Ian Willett
Andrew Willmott
Neil Fleming
Chris Cox
Dave Larrington
Miles Kingsbury
Stuart Dennison
Mike Burrows
Claire King
Rob Hague
Adrian Setter
Denise Wilson
Ben Dickinson
Paul Whitehead
Roger English
Andrew Sidwell
Derrick Tweddle
Paul Lowing
Carolyn Lowing
Matthew Lindsay

Vehicle
Bambeano
HPV Heaven
Ironing Board
Yellow Submarine
RatRacer
Wyre
Cosimo The Stealth Baron
Kingcycle Wasp
RatRacer
RatRacer
Kingcycle
Greenspeed GLR
Hurricane
RatRacer
Trice
Baron
Windcheetah
Big Yellow Toxi
Velo Donkey
Ross
Blue Bike
?

Race 2
Class
O
O
O
O
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/L
O
O/U/S
O/U/L
O/U/M
O/U
O/U/M
O/U
O/U/S
O/U/S
O/U/L/S
O/U/M/A

Laps
17
16
16
16
15
15
15
15
15
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
13
13
13
13
11
7

Min
47
48
49
50
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
48
49
49
50
48
48
49
50
50
53

Sec
48
45
00
59
38
39
40
41
43
01
47
53
55
04
15
26
04
37
02
33
53
08

Km/h
50.2
46.3
46.0
44.2
43.5
43.5
43.5
43.4
43.4
41.1
40.5
40.4
40.4
40.2
40.1
39.1
38.1
37.7
37.4
36.3
30.5
18.6

MPH
31.2
28.8
28.6
27.5
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
27.0
25.5
25.1
25.1
25.1
25.0
24.9
24.3
23.7
23.4
23.2
22.5
18.9
11.5
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Spokesfest Leicester - 27th July 2003
By Mr. R. Middleton And Mr. D. Larrington
Roger and Simon are the Spokesfest people
and… from its Axis of Sufpenfion, it will thence be known, what Motion
and also the Cyclemagic people and if you
will be communicated to this Pendulum by the Percuffion of a Body of a
suddenly find yourself with a surfeit of 40 alloy
known Weight moving with a known Degree of Celerity, and ftriking it
wheels and about to sell your house in Barrow
in a given Point1, and if you are lucky the Bullet is not beaten to Shivers
upon Soar they are the people on whom you
dump ‘em. Simon and Roger had somehow
by the Stroke with fuch Violence, as to bury themfelves in any Wood
inveigled the City Council to close off Abbey
they chance to light on, as I have found by hazardous Experience2.
Park where Thomas Cromwell or Cardinal
Wolsey or somebody - who knows? who cares?
- died back in whenever Henry VIII was busy
circulating his royal genitalia among his court
women, and (as we were told, when also being
commanded to help with the clearing up
afterwards) Phil Wray spent hours and hours
putting straw bales up round all the trees in the
Park to protect them from Chattington and other
road debris. I sat and chatted with Knights père
et fils, and it was hugely sweet to remind myself
just how affectionate a Dad can be towards his
2½ -year-old. Bob Knight’s boy looks as much
like Bob Knight as it is possible to do with hair,
though when making the comparison I was
unaware that I would be seeing quite a bit more
of Bob Knight as the day wore on.

1,641 feet in one second, if you’re interested,
the muzzle velocity of a musket ball. Andrew
Dolep who designed the Brown Bess lies buried
in Barrow upon Soar churchyard. - I do not like
to pass up the opportunity of educating the Club
in areas where I feel the general knowledge is
lacking when I am no longer going to be in the
village to direct passing waifs to sites of
historical interest. (And Johnnie Johnson, top
Spitfire pilot of WWII, was born at 21 Warner
Street. And not in Melton Mowbray as is oft
claimed. So nur to the pork pie lot.)
Er - where were we? - Yes the arm-powered
chaps went hurtling away. Fiona Grove got hold
of a little megaphone from somewhere and
became Miss, and from time to time told
everyone to encourage the racers a bit more
with polite applause, forgetting for a moment
that the HPV club are entirely heartless in the
matter of encouragement and would always
rather be in the car park prodding one another’s
machines, which was proven last year at
Curborough when Mike Burrows, similarly
megaphone-powered, tried to give some kind of
award to Jonathan Woolrich for organising the
World Championships at Brighton whereupon
was heard the sound of one hand clapping.

First of all away went the arm-powered lot.
Actually, first of all a penny-farthing rider ran
into one, something of an anachronistic crash,
and everyone stood back politely to watch
because an interesting aspect of falling off
penny-farthings is the fact that it all happens
rather genteelly. First you find an arm-powered
person or failing that some other low object to
impede the progress of the bottom half of your
wheel, and then you start tipping forward using
the axle as your main pivot. Gravity starts to
apply at a rate very much reduced from the
normal 32.16 feet per second per second on
account of the tangent thingy at the top of the
wheel, so full acceleration isn’t achieved until
you are a substantial quadrant into the fall and if
I was more mathematically inclined I would
calculate it based on the arc of throw, viz., the
distance between your centre of gravity and the
centre of the wheel which is probably a bit more
that the wheel’s radius. Robins worked it all out
in MDCCXLII. Well not for penny-farthings,
stupid, because they didn’t exist then; he did it
for ballistic pendulums (pendula?) which he had
to invent for the fascinating purpose of finding
out how fast a musket ball goes. Bang goes the
musket, and the ball impinges on its Centre of Gravity,

Away they hurtled, some a bit too fast for
comfort, and one a bit too fast for a corner,
which cheered up the St John’s Ambulance
people who do like to be of service. Haven’t a
clue who it was, but ‘eather Fortnum BM BS,
also known as Mrs. Sidwell, was organising that
particular race and when a Smaller Sidwell was
writing out the result sheet, she came up with
the masterstroke of Freudianisms to describe
one who has the misfortune of coming to grief
and spilling much blood on the racetrack: ‘Write
down DNA.’ Nor know I who won, but I was
timing Dean and he didn’t do badly at all.
Next it was the penny-farthings. There are
those who do not call them penny-farthings, but
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The Penny-Farthing Race (part 1)
Photo: Andrew Sidwell’s friend with more skill and a better camera than he
they are in a minority and do not so far as I am
aware include anyone who actually owns one: it
is the term we all use on the straightforward
grounds that everyone knows what it means.
Enough semantics - they all went hurtling as
well, and some hurtled at a staggeringly
impressive speed and all the HPV lot sat
admiring the fact that the backbone bends on
most of them for each pedal stroke, and
congratulating themselves that there is a
species of cyclist even less sane than we are.
Naturally Bob Knight was there having a go on
one of his pennies, and he didn’t do badly
either, having first persuaded wife and descendants to head for the Space Centre so as to
preclude spokes and fingers and amputations
and that sort of thing. I was much encouraged
to see a young boy and a young girl racing
penny-farthings: as I enter my twilight years it is
reassuring to see that the torch of insanity shall
not flicker and die.

present who built that dirigible - pretty, but
something of an agricultural edifice for the
winter storage of hay - for Jason Queally the
other year, they would be building Ferraris a
jolly sight smaller and with a jolly sight fewer
wheels, is my view. I marshalled for this race
and do not recommend it, which recommendation is surplus to requirements as practically the
most difficult thing on earth is to persuade an
HPV person to marshal or in any other way
expedite the organisation of a race. Miss had to
use her megaphone a great deal: Item for the
AGM Agenda: Club purchase of a blunderbuss.
Sometime about now there was that Penny
Stack thing where they photographed 131
penny-farthings in a row, and it would have
been 132 but for the fact that my car’s head
gasket had blown and not even my trike has
carrying capacity for a 48-inch wheel.
So came the turn of the fast boys. Miss had to
get her megaphone out roughly three times
every lap: the people of Leicester do not
understand about walking and racetracks and
exactly how fast it is that Chatt/Larr/
Anyoneelse/ington are actually going, and
Miss’s megaphone had no effect whatever

Next it was the pedal cars and slow ladies,
some of whom notably young Ka’ie Sidwell
were not very slow at all, and I have an
interesting feeling that this race demonstrated
the fallacy of a connection between four wheels
and high speed. Were the Formula One people
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because there co-exists a special breed of
creature in Leicester, a biped closely resembling a human in physical appearance but
entirely void of intelligence. I have made an
intimate study of them over many years, and
walking in front of speeding vehicles is only one
of their tricks. My wife has made an even more
intimate study of them, and reports a conversation from one of her family planning clinics:

himself and thereafter did not move: we all
thought he was dead, but it was only Bob
Knight and he has an acquired immunity to
spectacular crashes. Nobody thought to wave a
red flag but everybody slowed down anyway to
dodge that part of Knight’s exodermis remaining
on the tarmac, and the St John’s Ambulance
posse performed extensive cardiac massage on
one another because the effort of sprinting,
twice, to a crash proved rather more taxing to
their levels of fitness than anticipated. Who
knows who won? I happened to be timing the
now very recumbent Knight until Fiona Grove
lugged him off to be swabbed down. Fiona is
inured to bloodied flesh. Geoff Bird is sporting
yet another newly broken limb.

‘I think I’m pregnant.’
‘When did you last have a period?’
‘I started this morning.’
‘You’re not pregnant.’
The unusual nature of this conversation was
that the lady in question had a toddler with her,
so you would be forgiven for thinking that she
had some passing acquaintance with the
mechanics of human reproduction.

I wandered off to the ambulance tent where a
crowd of gladsome teenage girls were ogling
rather more of Bob Knight than is normally
available for ogling J, and I was momentarily
filled with regret that I wasn’t the erstwhile
Bishop of Reading so as better to enjoy the
sight L. Eventually after he’d had his bum
bandaged the admirers dispersed, and Fiona
borrowed some spare trousers off Denise
Wilson (and they fitted! which casts an interesting light on a number of things, or would have

The fast boys were seriously fast, lapping (770
metre lap, someone said) at around a minute.
Chattington was wobbling all over the place but
that is his style: intimidation rather than
advanced aerodynamics. Presently there was
an explosion and somebody on a Ratcatcher
flipped up in the air and came down on top of

Denise Wilson & RatRacer
Photo: Andrew Sidwell’s friend with more skill and a better camera than he
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snuck off into the night. I may be
some time. And Phil Wray will
probably have cleared all the straw
bales before you read these lines, so
there’s now no need to go and help.
Mr. Larrington adds:
There were indeed more races,
but I cannot now recall much of
what transpired, save that there
was some dismally inept lapscoring by, among others, Mr. I.
Chattington and Dr. A. Sidwell,
who really ought to know
better. This is another reason
why Electromagical Timing may
be perceived to be a Good
Start of “Morning” Race 4
Thing. Total points have been
L-R: Neil Fleming, Andrew Willmott, Jaap Stolk, Tim Costen
calculated by adding those that
Photo: Geoff Bird
would have been gained by
treating the “Morning” and
done but for the fact that they were Lycra
“Afternoon” races as completely separate
trousers and v. stretchy) to replace the tattered
events, adding the points together and
remnants of Bob’s own and render him decent,
dividing them by two.
and we knew the damage was only serious
because he went straight off to have a look at
Major kudos to Phil and Lorna Wray and
the bike, leg stiff and arm stiff and barely able to
their posse of Elves for getting the circuit
move. The chain had come off and the full
separated from the trees, dog-egg bins,
thrust of a pedal at thirty miles an hour had
benches and similar BLEAN5. Also to the
unbalanced the front wheel. This, methinks, is
selfless volunteer marshals who successsomething to exercise the ingenuity of the
fully prevented any unsuitable admixture
Club’s builders. To avoide then thefe Dangers, to the braving of
of HPV’s and local Thick Herberts TM.

which in Philofophical Refearches no Honour is annexed, it will be
convenient to fix… a ftrong heavy Carriage 3

1.

About now there were some more races but I
collected a large number of peculiar tyres for
the wastelands of New Zealand from Mrs ‘ague,
who is now Old, being as she informs me along
with almost everyone else in the club forty, and
handed some pressurised containers of CO
2
wot I am not allowed to ship Abroad to Old
Lowing, and carefully dodging Larrington to
avoid embarrassing and tearful Goodbyes,

2.
3.
4.

BENJAMIN ROBINS, F.R.S., MDCCXLII4 NEW PRINCIPLES OF
GUNNERY: CONTAINING The Determination of the force of GUNPOWDER, AND An Inveftigation of the Difference in the
RESISTING POWER of the AIR to Swift and Slow Motions, page 27
Ibid., page 31
Ibid., page 32
Not the oldest book in my collection which honour falls to Joseph
Bingham, Rector of Headbourn-Worthy, and fometime Fellow of
Vniuerfity College in Oxford, Printed for Robert Knaplock, at the
Bifhop’s Head in St. Paul’s Church-Yard, MDCCIX; Origines
Ecclefiafticae Vol II, and I’ll spare you the entire translation of
the title but did you know (page 128) that a man who voluntarily
Difmembered his own Body debarred himself from the Privilege
of Ordination? Bob Knight should take heed, were he thinking of
unexpectedly entering the Church. And if anyone has Vol I, they’re
welcome to keep it.

5. This being, I am reliably informed,
“the opposite of STULL”
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Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Leicester
Name
Pat Batley
Andrew Clanahan
Chris Stephens
Marcus Asbury
Dean Kavanagh
Geoff Marshall
Eddie Smith
Anthony Southern
John Hughes
Leicester
Name
James Colley
Anne Coulson
Carolyn Lowing
Robert Cockroft
Katie Sidwell
Darren Carter
Heather Fortnum
Lorna Wray
Nicola Sidwell
Kate Richards
Carol Hague
Leicester
Name
Claire King
Adrian Setter
Paul Whitehead
Denise Wilson
Mike Weaver
Paul Lowing
Nick Martin
Phil Wray
Jon Coulson
Dennis Adcock
Dennis Turner
Leicester
Name
Ian Chattington
Andrew Willmott
Tim Costen
Neil Fleming
Dave Larrington
Stuart Dennison
Rob Hague
Paul London
Andrew Sidwell
Jaap Stolk
Bob Knight

Vehicle
?
Sopur
?
?
?
Varna
Varna
Scud
?

Vehicle
Pedal Car
Kingcycle
Blue Bike
Pedal Car
Snow Leopard II
Pedal Car
Mason
Windcheetah
Dilli-Dalli
Pedal Car
Perdita
Vehicle
Kingcycle
Hurricane
Baron
RatRacer
Mikew
Ross
Challenge Hurricane
Optima Baron
Toxy
Piglet
Aerobike Sprint

Vehicle
Equus Anonymous
Yellow Submarine
Wasp II
RatRacer
Cosimo The Stealth Baron
RatRacer
Greenspeed GLR
Falcon
Big Yellow Toxi
Trice Micro
RatRacer
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Morning Race
Class
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
Morning Race
Class
O
O/L
O/U/L/S
O/J
O/U/L/J/S
O/J
O/U/L/M
O/U/L/M
O/U/L/J/S
O/U/L/M/J
O/U/L/M
Morning Race
Class
O/L
O/U/S
O/U
O/U/L
O/U
O/U/S
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U/S
Morning Race
Class
O
O
O
O/U
O/U
O/U
O
O
O/U
O/U/M
O/U

1
Laps
14
14
14
14
14
13
12
11
9
2
Laps
17
17
16
16
15
15
14
13
12
11
10
3
Laps
19
19
19
19
18
18
18
17
17
15
14
3
Laps
23
22
21
21
21
20
20
19
18
13
10

Min
22
22
22
23
23
22
22
24
24

Sec
17
17
30
42
57
31
17
51
51

Km/h
26.8
26.8
26.5
25.2
24.9
24.6
22.9
18.9
15.4

MPH
16.6
16.6
16.5
15.6
15.5
15.3
14.3
11.7
9.6

Min
22
23
22
22
22
23
22
22
23
22
24

Sec
18
00
17
36
27
45
23
41
21
46
03

Km/h
32.5
31.5
30.6
30.2
28.5
26.9
26.6
24.4
21.9
20.6
17.7

MPH
20.2
19.6
19.0
18.7
17.7
16.7
16.6
15.2
13.6
12.8
11.0

Min
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
21
22
21
21

Sec
08
19
33
53
26
30
57
10
25
21
37

Km/h
38.3
38.0
37.5
37.0
35.8
35.7
34.9
34.2
32.3
29.9
27.6

MPH
23.8
23.6
23.3
23.0
22.2
22.2
21.7
21.3
20.1
18.6
17.1

Min
21
21
22
22
22
21
22
22
21
22
22

Sec
25
58
05
06
24
39
11
00
43
24
24

Km/h
45.8
42.7
40.5
40.5
39.9
39.4
38.4
36.8
35.3
24.7
19.0

MPH
28.4
26.5
25.2
25.2
24.8
24.5
23.9
22.9
21.9
15.4
11.8
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Leicester
Name
Chris Stephens
Andrew Clanahan
Eddie Smith
John Hughes
Geoff Marshall
Leicester
Pos
Name
1 James Colley
2 Robert Cockroft
3 Carolyn Lowing
4 Darren Carter
5 Katie Sidwell
6 Lorna Wray
7 Heather Fortnum
8 Nicola Sidwell
9 Carol Hague
Leicester
Pos
Name
1 Adrian Setter
2 Claire King
3 Paul Whitehead
4 Denise Wilson
5 Mike Weaver
6 Andrew Sidwell
7 Paul Lowing
8 Phil Wray
9 Dennis Turner
Leicester
Pos
Name
1 Ian Chattington
2 Andrew Willmott
3 Neil Fleming
4 Dave Larrington
5 Rob Hague
6 Stuart Dennison
7 Paul London
8 Jon Coulson
9 Anne Coulson
Pos
1
2
3
4
5

Vehicle
?
Sopur
Varna
?
Varna

Vehicle
Pedal Car
Pedal Car
Blue Bike
Pedal Car
Snow Leopard II
Windcheetah
Mason
Dilli-Dalli
Perdita
Vehicle
Hurricane
Kingcycle
Baron
RatRacer
Mikew
Big Yellow Toxi
Ross
Optima Baron
Aerobike Sprint
Vehicle
Equus Anonymous
Yellow Submarine
RatRacer
Cosimo The Stealth Baron
Greenspeed GLR
RatRacer
Falcon
Toxy
Kingcycle
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Afternoon Race 1
Class
Laps
O/U/M/A
11
O/U/M/A
11
O/U/M/A
10
O/U/M/A
10
O/U/M/A
7
Afternoon Race 2
Class
Laps
O
12
O/J
12
O/U/L/S
12
O/J
11
O/U/L/J/S
11
O/U/L/M
11
O/U/L/M
10
O/U/L/J/S
8
O/U/L/M
6
Afternoon Race 3
Class
Laps
O/U/S
15
O/L
15
O/U
15
O/U/L
15
O/U
15
O/U
14
O/U/S
14
O/U
13
O/U/S
12
Afternoon Race 3
Class
Laps
O
18
O
17
O/U
16
O/U
16
O
16
O/U
15
O
15
O/U
13
O/L
13

Min
17
17
17
18
17

Sec
27
27
39
47
33

Km/h
26.9
26.8
24.1
22.7
17.0

MPH
16.7
16.7
15.0
14.1
10.6

Min
16
16
16
16
16
17
16
16
16

Sec
16
48
49
58
59
20
58
54
41

Km/h
31.4
30.4
30.4
27.6
27.6
27.0
25.1
20.2
15.3

MPH
19.5
18.9
18.9
17.2
17.2
16.8
15.6
12.5
9.5

Min
16
16
16
16
17
16
16
16
17

Sec
12
12
43
58
20
20
35
59
21

Km/h
39.5
39.5
38.2
37.7
36.9
36.5
36.0
32.6
29.5

MPH
24.5
24.5
23.7
23.4
22.9
22.7
22.3
20.3
18.3

Min
16
17
16
16
17
17
17
17
17

Sec
29
08
45
52
16
05
10
21
31

Km/h
46.5
42.3
40.7
40.4
39.5
37.4
36.2
31.9
31.6

MPH
28.9
26.3
25.3
25.1
24.5
23.3
22.5
19.8
19.6
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Lancaster – August 16th 2003
Heather Bradder on a Pioneer with a Streamer
front fairing. Heather won. Keith had the grace
to look suitably embarrassed…

The Prologue
…is mostly spent marvelling over the erection of
The Great Gazebo, in which the application of
SCIENCE will see race results, if not average
speeds, produced by day’s end. Thereby,
apparently, spoiling Andrew Sidwell’s Wednesdays. Also marvelling over the little “Cycle
Race in Progress” signs and the shiny laminated-in-plastic Rules and Regulations. There
is a muttering to the effect that the broken-armgenerated enforced idleness has done Bad
Things to Geoff Bird’s mental well-being, in that
he is clearly aspiring to blazerdom. Oh dear…

Race 3
Mr Editor had been happily sunning himself
during the preceding races, and looking forward
to not having to try too hard in the absence of
Young Master Robert and the RatRacer posse.
Then Denise Wilson appears, which suggests
that there must perforce be at least one other
RatRacer present. There is and, as ill fortune
would have it, it is that of Mr. Current Championship Leader Fleming. Harsh words are said.
Anyway, the Fleming, the Editor, Rob Hague,
Claire King and Adrian Setter – now out of the
Sports Class with his seat fully reclined – lead
at first, until Ian Chattington and Andrew
Willmott get into their stride. After a couple of
laps, Neil takes off and the stress of spending a
long night in the pub with Jon Coulson takes its
toll on the Editor, as he fails to follow. I do
eventually manage to shake off the others,
though in the final few laps Rob is starting to
catch up again – until Neil lapped me and towed
me away again. Shortly afterwards we passed
Mike Weaver – tussling with Denise for fifth and
sixth unfaired. Mike promptly jumped on the
back and stayed there to the flag, elevating
himself to third in the process. Messrs. Setter
and Whitehead (P) are not amused.

Race 1
Handcyclists, junior Sidwells and Carol Hague.
Andrew Clanahan and David Abrutat lead
initially, but after a lap or two, Katie Sidwell gets
to the front and stays there until the flag, while
nervously casting metaphorical glances over
her shoulder in the direction of Rick Martin, who
will be in race 2. David and Andrew continue
their battle to the end, rarely separated by more
than one inch until David just nips it. Further
back things are fairly fluid, with Eddie Smith,
Marcus Asbury and Geoff Marshall being
sometimes together, sometimes not. ‘twas
during one of the “together” phases when one
of them clipped Matthew Lindsay, sending him
off the road. Happily he remained upright and
was able to continue; unhappily the P*nct*r*
Fairy was lurking in the grass.

There was a Devil afterwards, but I was not
paying attention, or taking part, so am unsure
who won. I think it was Neil. The Chat used his
Flevoracer instead, which explains why he
didn’t win. I think.

Race 2
A certain amount of bunchery at first, but it’s not
long before Nick Martin’s Hurricane gets clear,
eventually lapping the field. Behind are
variously Jon and Anne Coulson, Carolyn
Lowing (debuting the Xanthus low racer) and
Fiona Grove, until mass confusion at the end.
Fiona has, by this stage, been dropped, but the
others are together and about to be lapped by
Nick on his last lap. At the same time they are
coming up to lap Nick’s son Rick, in the illhandling Viper. Somehow it all ends without
tears, as Nick edges past them all, and Anne
finishes a nose ahead of her husband, who is
an equal distance ahead of Carolyn. Further
back there was a nice scrap between the Tricen
– Keith Rogers’ shiny new Micro versus

New Stuff
Carolyn Lowing’s Xanthus is a fairly upright low
racer, with dual 349 wheels and rear suspension, which will eventually be fully-faired.
Carolyn looked a little unsteady at first, but soon
got into her stride and certainly made it go
quicker than the old blue SWB. Rick Martin’s
terrifying fully-faired Viper is based on characters created by Nigel Leaper, and hav a very
interesting history if you are interested in hist.
which few boys are. Mike Weaver was
involved, but denies responsibility… Due to the
frame being miles out of alignment the thing
proceeded crabwise down the track like an old
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Linear, with the unfortunate pilot bashing
various bits of himself against the fairing in the
process. Attempts to apply Stout Boots to the
frame to straighten it were unsuccessful. “I
think it needs a new one” said Rick, sagely. I
hope someone has photographs because, dolt
that I am, I left my camera at home.

Quote Of The Day
“Klunk!!” – sound of Katie Sidwell’s jaw hitting
the floor on seeing the level that the arms race
in the Junior class had apparently reached (see
“Viper”, above). My Sinister Agents tell me that
there is a full fairing for her machine
somewhere in Notts…

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Lancaster
Name
Katie Sidwell
David Abrutat
Andrew Clanahan
Eddie Smith
Marcus Asbury
Geoff Marshall
Paul Robinson
Nicola Sidwell
Matthew Lindsay
Carol Hague

Vehicle
Snow Leopard II
Schmicking
Sopur
Varna
Varna
Varna
Top End XLT Pro
Dilli-Dalli
Varna
Perdita

Race 1
Class
O/U/L/J/S
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/M/A
O/U/L/J/S
O/U/M/A
O/U/L/M

Laps
17
17
17
15
15
15
14
13
10
10

Min
46
48
48
47
47
47
48
47
46
47

Sec
10
35
36
15
21
27
56
51
34
21

Km/h
29.4
27.9
27.9
25.3
25.3
25.2
22.8
21.7
17.1
16.9

MPH
18.3
17.4
17.3
15.7
15.7
15.7
14.2
13.5
10.7
10.5

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Lancaster
Name
Nick Martin
Anne Coulson
Jon Coulson
Carolyn Lowing
Fiona Grove
Tony Whitehead
Nigel Bradder
Rick Martin
Heather Fortnum
Heather Bradder
Keith Rogers

Vehicle
Challenge Hurricane
Kingcycle
Toxy
Xanthus
Velodynamics T5
Kingcycle
Vision R40
Viper
Mason
Trice Pioneer
Trice Micro

Race 2
Class
O/U/S
O/L
O/U
O/U/L
O/U/L/S
O/U/S
O/U/S
O/J
O/U/L/M
O/L
O/U/M

Laps
21
20
20
20
20
18
17
16
15
13
13

Min
45
45
45
45
46
46
48
46
46
47
47

Sec
57
57
58
58
40
10
23
00
14
31
32

Km/h
36.5
34.7
34.7
34.7
34.2
31.1
28.0
27.8
25.9
21.8
21.8

MPH
22.7
21.6
21.6
21.6
21.3
19.3
17.4
17.3
16.1
13.6
13.6

Pos
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Lancaster
Name
Ian Chattington
Andrew Willmott
Neil Fleming
Dave Larrington
Rob Hague
Claire King
Mike Weaver
Adrian Setter
Paul Whitehead
Denise Wilson
Paul Lowing
Andrew Sidwell

Vehicle
Equus Anonymous
Yellow Submarine
RatRacer
Cosimo The Stealth Baron
Greenspeed GLR
Kingcycle
Mikew
Challenge Hurricane
Baron
RatRacer
Ross
Big Yellow Toxi

Race 3
Class
O
O
O/U
O/U
O
O/L
O/U
O/U
O/U
O/U/L
O/U/S
O/U

Laps
29
27
24
23
23
23
22
22
22
22
21
21

Min
43
43
43
43
44
44
43
44
44
44
44
44

Sec
48
50
57
56
42
46
58
01
01
14
23
30

Km/h
52.8
49.2
43.6
41.8
41.1
41.0
39.9
39.9
39.9
39.7
37.8
37.7

MPH
32.8
30.5
27.1
26.0
25.5
25.5
24.8
24.8
24.8
24.7
23.5
23.4

The Additor eds: Remaining race reports, results and tables will be in Issue 75, but in the meantime,
kudos to the 2003 winners:
Open
Unfaired
Ladies
Multi-Track
Arm-Powered
Junior
Sports
Formula 1

Ian Chattington
Neil Fleming
Claire King
Ben Dickinson
Andrew Clanahan
Katie Sidwell
Adrian Setter
Ferrari
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The Editor Learns That Which Man Was Not Meant To Know
1.

Word
Right. I am back from my globetrottings and no
doubt you’re all expecting lavishly illustrated
items about Friedrichshafen and Battle
Mountain. Well, they’re not here. The reason
for this being that a combination of jet-lag, lurgi
and (whisper it) Work has conspired to keep me
away from the Babbage-Device for a Several of
ages too many, so in order to get this one out
before Christmas, etc. etc.

2.

3.

Short note on Friedrichshafen: It rained. A lot.
Darth Stuart Dennison was top Brit in the road
race and Denise Wilson got a silver medal in
the Ladies. Main event was the said road race,
run in two 1.5 hour heats. Stuart won heat one;
Jürg Birkenstock won the second after Ymte
Sybrandy’s tail fairing misbehaved. I didn’t go
to the sprints as it was raining too hard to find
my car, never mind the course, but Andrew
Sidwell noted that Rob Hague’s performance in
his faired Greenspeed was altogether reminiscent of Donald Campbell’s last run on Coniston
Water…

4.

Short note on Battle Mountain: It didn’t rain,
and the temperature was a great improvement
on last year, but the wind refused to co-operate.
No new World Record this year, but a new
European Record fell to Damjan Zabovnik of
Slovenia, at 68.21 mph in the astonishing Eivie
machine - recumbent, but head-first and
viewing the approaching scenery via a mirror!
Sam Whittingham appeared to be heading for a
new record on the final evening, until his front
tyre let go about half a mile from the traps at
somewhere over 80 mph. The Varna Diablo
flew about a hundred yards and slid for another
two hundred before fetching up in the roadside
brush, but the layer of Kevlar™ in the shell did
its job and Sam escaped with naught but a
shaking. Major thanks to Carole and George
Leone, who stepped in to run things after Garrie
Hill was obliged to back out, and to the small
army of volunteers, without whom there
wouldn’t be an event at all.

5.

The Club now has a permanent Secretary,
in the form of Anne Tweddle. Yay! Go
Annie!
John Olson says that if anyone has any
items suitable for publication on the web
site, such as “How I Built My Machine”
stuff, please forward it to him at
john.olson@btopenworld.com.
We hope to be able to test an
electromagical timing system sometime
during the off-season, to great sighs of
relief from your editor with his Keeper Ov
Thee Records hat on. Thanks to Richard
Carter for his work on this.
In 2004 we will be enforcing Rule Number
One, viz. machines must not have any
sharp sticky-out bits, most notably at the
front. This includes chainrings, which is
another way of saying that any machine
with its chainset out the front must have a
chainguard, including those with a single
chainring. Competitors who fail to equip
their machinery thus will get a yellow card;
a second yellow card will mean you will not
be permitted to compete. We will also be
coming down hard on those committing
the crime of Lack of Visible Numbers. You
have been warned!
The Politburo also STRONGLY recommends
that those on unfaired bikes use elbow
guards, and that everyone has a rear-view
mirror. Getting torpedoed from astern by
the Chattingtons and Slades of this world
is not recommended, and graunched
elbows take a long time to heal (he said,
gazing at the pink scar tissue he acquired
in Friedrichshafen).

Of Records
Elsewhere in this issue, you will find many
Words on Claire King’s British Hour Record.
Riding Geoff Bird’s HPV-Heaven streamliner,
she put 52.34 km / 32.52 miles into the hour at
Palmer Park velodrome, Reading, back in July.
This comprehensively shaded the UCI stick bike
Women’s record, then held by Jeannie LongoCiprelli at 28.03 miles, the same rider’s aero
bike record of 29.93 miles, Mr. Boardman’s
30.73 mile stick bike record and the outright
amateur hour record, John Frey’s 31.04 miles.
And although Olympic and world champion

AGM Matters
There’ll be a full write-up of Matters Arising in
Issue 75, but here’s a Several of points to note:
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Leontien Zijlaard-Van Moorsel recently broke
Longo’s record, she did but 46.065 km / 28.63
miles. Yay! Go Claire!

vehicle breaks a current HPV World Hour
Record by 3%. A yearly Prize of $500, will also
be awarded to the winner of the hour race at the
annual North American Human Powered Speed
Championships (but not the Worlds or the
Europeans, chiz - Ed.). Note to anyone thinking
of having a pop; “HPV designer, rider, and crew
chief must all be HPVA members. Application
fee is $100, and each team shall be covered by
liability insurance of at least $1,000,000 during
the period of the actual prize attempt. The
insurance shall cover the Sponsor, team
members, riders, observers, the course owners/
operators, the Prize Committee, and the Board
of Directors of the HPVA. Proof of insurance
shall be furnished to the Prize Committee or
their representatives before any record attempt
can take place. Insurance may be obtained at
standard event rates through the HPVA.”

Of Time Trials
Stuart Dennison writes:
“The organisers of the Eastway 10’s gave out
trophies for recumbents, just as they promised
us they would last year, a very noble and
generous act, considering that most time trial
events don’t allow recumbents to compete at all.
Yours truly got first place, with P. Field in 2nd
and D. Wilson in 3rd. My average speed was
23.86, which does not adequately reflect my
improvement from 27’40" in my first ride to 23'
11" in the last one. I think this bold and
generous gesture deserves our support, so we
hope to see a bigger and more competitive field
next year. Course is already booked for the first
Tuesday in May 2004.”

Trike Things
Ian Buck would like to make it known that he is
now the UK importer of the Catrike. This USbuilt tadpole trike has been getting good
reviews over there recently, and is now
available here from around two grand. See the
advert elsewhere in this issue, or give it the
once-over on the InterWeb at http://
www.trikesandstuff.co.uk

And Andrew Willmott observes:
“Just attracted a bit of interest in the Yellow
Submarine by beating the British National 10
mile Record at our club 10 finishing in 17min
37secs. (British record is 18min 19sec). I can
still shave some off that by having a supported
start with bomb doors already closed and taping
the door closed to prevent a recurrence of the
door being sucked open by a close truck and
having to hold it closed with one hand for some
time before giving up and slowing down to close
it properly. First UCI rider was Julian Winn (last
year’s British Road Race Champion) with a
20min+ time. Julian says he would be interested in trying the machine once the pro season
is over. That could be well worth seeing!”

Meanwhile, Geoff Hare writes: “I have a mint
condition Trice that I am willing to pass on to a
good home. I am more interested in finding a
good home than getting any financial reward.
Tel: 01883 342433.” That was back in August,
mind, but it may still be looking.

And Finally
Although membership is on the up, two longstanding BHPC members have taken it upon
themselves to Leave the Building and, indeed,
the country. Richard Middleton and family are
now resident in New Zealand, while Don Rankin
and partner Tricia are shortly heading for
Brittany, if they haven’t done so already. Good
luck to both in their new ventures, and don’t
forget to write!

Dempsey-MacCready Prize
Chairman Richard informs us that “the
Dempsey-MacCready Prize Committee has
unanimously approved a change in the
Dempsey-MacCready Prize Rules, which will
extend the period of the Prize until an HPV
actually covers 90 km in one hour (under the
Prize rules). This means that the major
$25,000 Prize will be awarded only when the
challenge goal of 90 km has been reached.
Under the previous rules, the Prize would have
been terminated on May 14, 2004. Minor
Prizes of $2,000 will be awarded each time a
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Oxfordshire Social Tour Report
by Geoff Bird
On the afternoon of Friday 27 June, Fiona and I
(The Punmeister) and Teresa who, having had
rode over to the campsite near Chipping Norton
a disagreement of some kind with the campsite,
that was to serve as HQ for the Oxfordshire
were staying at a B&B in the village.
Social Tour. We were in the company of Pete
Cox, who had arrived via Banbury Whale-weigh
The Tite Inn is an excellent establishment,
Station. Pete is a Doctor of Philosophy with a
possessing olde world charm, an extensive
special interest in religion. In response to my
range of quality beers (including one they
earlier plea for him to pray to the gods for dry
commission themselves), an interesting menu,
weather he had been bombarding me with
helpful staff and a lovely view. Ah, paradise!
emails relating the anti-rain rituals of just about
See www.titeinn.com if you are in the area.
every religion known to him. Unfortunately most
of them would be impractical for anyone who:
The next morning The Twed arrived (this time
by bicycle) and we all set off, except for Teresa,
1. Has moral qualms about cruelty to dogs
who doesn’t cycle ‘cos she’s sensible. Unfortuand small children.
nately ‘G’ and ‘The Blonde’ didn’t show up, as
2. Does not have access to a Celestial
they said they might. Maybe we’ll see you both
Elephant.
at one of the races, guys.
3. Is not within convenient travelling distance
of a Sacred River (I don’t think the
The morning ride was a delightful decent
Cherwell would cut it somehow).
through wooded lanes as far north as
Broadwell. The weather was good and one of
Already at the campsite were Mr Larry (the
the few cars we passed was a huge vintage
Legs) Editor and Paul London, both of whom
Lagonda. We stopped for lunch in Shiptonarrived in Skodas (spooky). The Twed was also
under-Wychwood where we were joined by
present and in possession of a large estate car
Anne and The Tweddlets, and Teresa. Despite
(and I am given to understand that this is shortly
failing to observe any of Pete’s requisite
to replaced by a - gasp - Skoda - Ed.) that I
propitiatory rituals, it continued to get hotter and
have to admit contained almost all our camping
hotter.
gear. In our defence I should like to point out
that:
Lunch lasted rather longer than scheduled, as I
didn’t expect everyone to have three pints each.
a) He was making the journey anyway, to
We immediately got lost in the back streets of
deliver the
enormous tent The
Twed Clan were
going to sleep in
Saturday night,
and;
b) My bike already
had a tailbox full of
heavy beer etc.
The Skoda Boys and
the Philosopher went
off to find a chippie in
Chippy while we
munched quiche.
Thence the mile walk
down to the Tite Inn in
Chadlington where we
met our friends James
Lunch stop in Shipton-under-Wychwood
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Shipton, due to the Routemaster
(me) being a bit squiffy. It didn’t so
much affect my map reading; it just
meant that when we got lost I didn’t
really care…
Having secured directions from a
local (well, he probably lives there at
weekends, at least), we eventually
rejoined the planned route and
continued our delightful descent
through wooded lanes towards Little
Barrington. We were by now getting
rather worried that we had been
going downhill all day and knew
there would inevitably be THE BIG
PAYBACK (cue James Brown) at
some point. We arrived in the tourist
oasis that is Burford and briefly lost
two of the party in the one-way system
designed to handle the massive volume of
coaches and cars the place attracts. Once you
get half a mile from the village all the tourists
magically disappear, thankfully. We were soon
reunited with our wayward brothers and
continued our journey past the sandstone
mansions of the Windrush Valley.

Saturday evening
L-R: Twed, The Editor, Pete, Anne
one way and the lads another. Teresa went for a
quiet walk ‘cos she’s sensible. The plan was to
reunite back at Enstone for lunch. Half an hour
later, The Twed, tempted by the close proximity
of the legendary Falkland Arms, stopped us for
a conference to decide whether we should a)
continue on the planned route or b) follow a
curtailed route, allowing us just time for a swift

Having crossed the river, we were climbing out
of the valley when Paul’s Trice tried to shed a
chainwheel. Unusually for a BHPC tour, this
was the only machine trouble we had all
weekend.
Through Leafield, erstwhile home of Arrows
Grand Prix, and we were nearly at journey’s
end. Apart from the nasty climb up to the
campsite from Chadlington, THE BIG PAYBACK
never really materialised. I seemed to have
contrived a 45-mile circular route that was more
downhill than up!
Despite there being no hot water in the shower
block on our return, we managed to make
ourselves as presentable as cyclists are ever
likely to be, before returning to the Tite Inn for
dinner. By now Anne and the girls had joined us
permanently and Hannah spent a happy
evening tormenting the Pub’s little dog - which
could be why it didn’t rain the following day.
What do you reckon, Pete?
The next day’s events were to be organised by
The Twed. BE AFRAID. We all met up in
Enstone. Anne, Fiona and the Littl’uns set off
The Sacrificial Dog...
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pint at the aforesaid hostelry. Need he have
asked?

way back to Enstone. I think I might have
further assuaged his doubts about the superior
speed of recumbents.

The Falkland Arms is an excellent establishment. Situated in the chocolate box hamlet of
Great Tew it has even more olde world charm, a
range of three guest beers that change every
week and a garden with a panoramic view.
Their staff were also absolutely wonderful a few
weeks later, when, having left there by bicycle
with The Twed and Fiona one Monday night, I
returned within fifteen minutes covered in blood
and nursing a fractured arm…

We returned to Enstone not so late as to arouse
suspicion amongst theMiles
womenfolk.
The staff at
Kingsbury
the pub were surly to say the least but the food
was okay and anyway, we didn’t mind as we
were by then reflecting contentedly on what had
turned out to be a great weekend.
The Editor adds: Big thanks to the Bloxham
Gang for organising an æxcellent event and to
Pete for keeping the rain off. Where were you
when we needed you in Friedrichshafen, Pete?

James, who was riding a stick bike and spurred
on by ‘beer enthusiasm’, tried racing me on the

Our Claire’s Hour
Or

A “New Bug’s” Eye View of A Record Attempt
by Neil Martyn
On Sunday 20th July I was privileged to witness
of eight of these things streaming past the
a little piece of national HPV history: a benchstands was strongly reminiscent of the lowmark performance by Claire King who propelled
flying scenes from The Dambusters and
Geoff Bird’s T-6 streamliner round Palmer Park
certainly put a stop to intellectual conversation.
velodrome in Reading to create a British
women’s hour record.
A more environmentally-friendly session of onelap sprints followed, which I found more
The day was warm and bright, but with a fair
pleasantly diverting, then it was time for the
amount of cloud being blown along by a
main course.
westerly of five to ten mph, making it a very
short trip from the rail station to the stadium.
The “pit crew” wheeled HPV-Heaven to the start
line while Claire alarmingly made off in the
Having bought my program of events I emerged
opposite direction up the steps to the rear of the
into the grandstand. I soon spotted Geoff’s
grandstand. Had she had a sudden attack of
silver brainchild gleaming at the trackside; also
nerves? Was she eloping with someone she’d
Mr. Bird himself sporting a rather neat sling on
met in an internet chatroom? Or was she, like
his left arm (or was it his right?). Had he
so many true champions, performing some
developed repetitive strain injury by buffing
arcane but psychologically essential last minute
HPV-Heaven to such a brilliant finish?
ritual? Whatever it was, she was soon back at
the track and going through the pre-flight
I introduced myself to the small group of
checks: helmet on, support crew in place,
enthusiasts who were attending in support of
canopy shut, undercarriage retracted,
Ms. King: she appeared fairly relaxed for one
bombdoors closed.
who was shortly to represent the British HPV
movement in front of a crowd of committed
The whistle went, and she was away, snaking a
trackies, who were doing their stuff on the oval
little as she gathered pace, but staying close to
whilst we chatted.
the red line painted about a metre from the
inside edge of the track. Everyone in the
Being a reluctant user of fossil fuels, I was a
stadium paid attention as the silver bullet
little dismayed by the Derny-paced racing which
accelerated away. The BHPC contingent were
was taking place as I arrived: each cyclist
particularly hawklike as Claire brought the
tucking in three inches behind a small but noisy
streamliner past the stand for the first time:
moped.Think of geriatric motorcycle speedway
there were some hefty bumps in the home
and you’ll get the picture. The sound of a flock
straight, and the wind gave cause for concern
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as the T-6 entered and exited the lee of the
grandstand: I wondered if a big gust might blow
her off track or even deck her, so my fingers
remained crossed.
As something of a “performance weenie” I’d
brought my stopwatch and calculator with the
intention of keeping track of Claire’s progress.
For the first five “settling-in” laps she took
2m53s, a respectable but not scorching pace of
just under 30 mph, but the second five took her
only 2:05, a blistering 41 mph. At that time I
simply worked out the cumulative average for
the first ten laps of 34.5 mph, and didn’t realise
how fast she must have been over that second
five. From then on she settled to a metronomic
pace, each lap between 31 and 32 seconds.
I wondered what it was like for Claire in that
cockpit. Pretty warm, for sure - but psychologically? Did she feel isolated? Could she sense
the support that was palpable in the grandstand? How hard was she pushing - was she
right at the limit of her aerobic capacity, or was
she keeping something in reserve? Was she
confident of maintaining control in the gusts
which were increasingly frequent after the first

twenty minutes? The shiny exterior of the
streamliner provided no clue, no sight of
pumping legs nor sound of breathing, just a
glimpse of Claire’s face through the tinted
screen and the low rumble of the fairing as it
rolled past. Only her performance could
provide the answers, and it was looking good as
she cranked out lap upon lap. If the elements
allowed, she was going to produce a very
creditable run.
I gave up recording split times and concentrated
on watching the action on and around the track.
Every so often the pit crew, in true Grand Prix
style, held up a board detailing lap time and
performance relative to the Longo and
Boardman targets, plus the occasional scrawled
heart (I couldn’t be sure if this was a romantic
gesture or a reminder to keep her eye on her
HRM display, but I gave it the benefit of the
doubt).
Richard Ballantine, the world’s most famous
self-propelled journalist, wandered the track
brandishing a camera which may well have
weighed more than some of the track bikes on
display.
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zero, HPV-Heaven’s nose punched past the
start line,with over 32 miles officially completed,
and more on the trip meter because Claire’s
trajectory had been outboard of the white line
which defined the official circuit of 459 metres
(no I don’t know why it’s 459).
Claire put in an extra lap for luck, and as she
approached the finish line Geoff stepped out to
wave her in. She had other ideas though, and
completed a second lap of honour, just letting
the speed decay. When the lid came off to
reveal a rather warm pilot, applause rang out
through the grandstand. The “upright boys” had
found a place in their hearts for our Claire (well,
she did look rather fetching in her scarlet top
and black shorts). No sooner had she extricated herself from HPV-Heaven than she was
presented with a bouquet of white gladioli, and
was photographed holding this, helmet askew
and a broad grin on her face.
Chairman Ballantine returned to the grandstand
shortly, bearing an envelope containing
paperwork for signature by Ms. King and the
team, presumably to apply for IHPVA recognition of the attempt. I could well be wrong here,
as paperwork has never been my strong suit.
They may have just been choosing their
syndicate’s numbers for next week’s lottery
rollover.

The Palmer Park MC, equipped with radio mike
and laconic sense of humour, provided a
sporadic and entertaining commentary. He told
us that Claire was not a practised racer
(someone had clearly failed to tell him about her
current BHPC race form), and I don’t recall him
telling us that her previous day’s preparation
was to attend a beer festival and drink only one
pint. But he did reveal that the T-6’s top gear
was 140 inches, and I’m sure that there were
other interesting snippets in there too. He was
definitely better than Bernard Manning, possibly
even better than Mike and Bernie Winters.

Mr. Ballantine seemed suitably pleased to learn
that the total distance was 52.3 km or 32.5
miles.
Geoff Bird estimates that HPV-Heaven’s power
requirement is around 150 watts at 30 mph,
from which I reckon that Claire’s power over the
hour averaged 176 watts. If my timing of her
second five laps was correct, then she was
putting out very nearly 300 watts for quite some
time. Awesome!

Around lap 95 my reverie was broken by a
crash from the trackside as a gust toppled a
workstand, an effective reminder that there
were still ten minutes for nature to blow away all
Claire’s effort.

Now that the gauntlet has been thrown down,
who will pick it up? Will this foster fiercer
competition among the women?
I wonder if Claire will now be persuaded to take
a pop at the European record if a suitable
venue and vehicle can be found. I suspect that
Palmer Park is too small to allow the necessary
speed to be sustained.

With five minutes remaining, her streamliner
had equalled Jeannie Longo’s hour distance.
Watchers on both sides of the home straight
grew more animated, and began to shout their
encouragement, louder with each passing lap.
On the 113th lap, the MC began a countdown
from ten, and the whole stadium joined in. On

Congratulations to Claire King and to technical
maestro Geoff Bird: I also understand that
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thanks are due to local boy Rob English for
fostering links between the BHPC and the
upright cycling fraternity at Palmer Park who are
clearly prepared to think outside the box: they
hosted the demonstration race back in April
between Rob, riding his Hachi lowracer, and a
four-man champion pursuit team on UCIapproved bikes (as reported by Fiona Grove in
the last newsletter).

Respect to the folks at Palmer Park for setting
aside over an hour from their race schedule for
the loonies to play! Perhaps the BHPC should
return the favour by inviting the Reading boys
and girls to take part at BHPC race meets,
which I think could be interesting.
As a “new bug” to the BHPC I’d like to thank all
those HPVer’s present at Palmer Park for
making me feel so welcome and for providing
an entertaining and inspiring afternoon.

Paris-Brest-Paris 2003
by Simon Hursthouse
To those who’ve never heard of it, Paris-BrestParis (PBP), is an out-and-back 1,225km Audax
ride held every four years over quiet roads
through largely rural areas of north-west
France. After completing it on a bicycle in 1999,
in 67 hours 13 minutes (the maximum time
allowed is 90 hours), I said never again, owing
to pain and torment. Later I took a different tack,
and said never again, except on a recumbent,
which will be more comfortable.

tandems leading my group. Ideally the lamp
needs to be right at the front of the nose and
cast no light inside the fairing, as this impairs
night vision as completely as it lights up your
little pod speeding through the night, making it
glow softly from within (which I was told looked
brilliant).
In a ‘retro’ wool/acrylic mix short-sleeve cycling
jersey (food pockets up front) and regular cycle
shorts, my temperature was perfectly comfortable during dawn’s chilly hours.

Between then and now this idea evolved to
‘fully-faired recumbent, which will be more
comfortable and quicker, and thus enable me to
get it over and done with. I owned a Kingcycle,
bought a Paul Davies shell, and my friend
Richard Brooks made simple brackets to unite
the two. I spent the days coming up to the event
faffing with glue, zip-ties and string, and fitting
lights front and rear.

Drinking regularly was essential as I was
sweating a little bit more than usual. But the
modified stem/bar arrangement necessary to fit
within the confines of the Davies shell
(Kingcycle extended steerer tube coupled with a
Challenge pivoting ‘tiller’ stem and cut-down
handlebars) had to be raised slightly during
retrieval of the bottle. This altered the steering
and required concentration.

By bike-scrutineering time in Paris (when I
thought the bike and I wouldn’t pass muster as I
couldn’t really give hand signals), I had ridden
my bombdoorless Kingcycle/Davies vehicle
exactly four times around the unused criterium
circuit in Crystal Palace park, and the same
number around Herne Hill track. Though I knew
it could shift, the night prior to my 4.45am start
was sleepless, and spent worrying about all that
road which lay before me. The actual attempt
went by in a blur in which I was constantly
learning.

The whole set-up weighed around 20 kilograms,
and the single-skin fibreglass fairing was quiet
on smooth roads, but like thunder over cobbles,
which given time would surely have in some
way destroyed it. On rough roads it was simply
noisy; this is where the term ‘repugnant’ came
from, I thought as I passed quiet bicycle after
quiet bicycle.
The Ride

Some Things

Come daylight I had pushed to the front of my
group and promptly dropped them on the rolling
roads toward the first checkpoint at km 140.
Now, in the cool air, I enjoyed long stretches
averaging 60kph in return for a perfectly
reasonable aerobic effort. Occasional, largely
unpredictable sidewinds and passing oncoming

Because of its location, the excellent rechargeable Lumicycle front battery light cast a shadow
of the shell’s nose on the road. For the first hour
or so of the ride this restricted my speed, and I
followed the taillights and beams of the fast
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vehicles would buffet me from my beeline, but in
the main I was really motoring (some spectators
bent low to better ascertain: human power or
motor?, I assume). In general I used the full
width of my side of the road as I averaged
between 30-40kph. Encouraged, I slowed to
pull over for a call of nature at km 90. A
rigmarole. This involved stopping, the removal
of two hastily fashioned door latches, my
emergence and equally careful parking, the
rush to a bush, a gradual relief, the repositioning of the bike by the roadside, the getting in,
the closing of the door, long minutes relocating
the latches, clipping in, a deep breath to
summon full concentration, and finally that vital
first pedal stroke with confidence. During this
time the small leading group of tandems passed
me. I came away determined to make riding
fully-faired more practical in future, and soon
overhauled the tandems for a second time, to
become leader on the road to the first control.

amid the group who had caught me, and the
intended pit stop became a frenetic hour in
which repairs were attended to by my support,
Richard, while I took a break. I was hungry, my
nerves were shot, and I still needed the toilet.
There was no let-up on the next section, to
kilometre 311 at Fougeres. Over 88 kilometres
on rougher roads, I had to stop twice due to lost
latches, which allowed the door to jump from its
locating pins. Next, a bolt holding two panels
started to shake loose at speed. Fearing the
fairing coming apart (it comes in five parts), l
monitored the situation and kept my speed
below 72kph downhill. My wrists and ankles had
started aching, the former through the position
of the brake levers (a necessary evil to allow for
an adequate turning circle), the latter perhaps
because of vibration or general tension.
Mentally, there was no respite, and the
emerging inability to effectively squeeze the
rear caliper or twist a sweat soaked GripShift
had begun to limit braking power and gear
selection. In retrospect, both problems could
have been circumvented. Not so easy to avoid
was the afternoon heat that caused my jersey to
become sodden wherever it pressed against the
shell.

1,000 metres before I reached this place I had
to go in public again, absolutely. This time I
hauled on the brakes and unclipped by the
village sign for Mortagne-au-Perche. I couldn’t
see the control I so desperately needed, and
had no time for the rigmarole, so stayed in the
shell, making good use of the lack of bomb
doors. There is a time penalty for such behaviour, and unbeknown to me (I had no mirror), a
race motorbike had been on my tail. Over the
sound of running water I heard his indicator and
engine, then footsteps. In those seconds I’d
quickly switched jobs to start innocently
squirting the contents of a water bottle into the
puddle I’d created at my feet.

In my drained state, negotiating the junctions,
turns and roundabouts nearing Fougeres left
me in no doubt that, should I carry on, I would
probably crash through tiredness. Including
stops I had covered more than 300 kilometres
in just over twelve hours, without allowing my
pulse to go much over 170bpm on the hills (my
max is 200). Mostly my pulse was between 140
and 150.

“Ça va?”
“Ça va bien, merci. Oú est le contrôle?”
“Un kilometre.”
“Merci.”

That afternoon at Fougeres, I ate and slept an
hour or so following the abandonment of the
fully-faired idea. I carried on unfaired to the next
control, ate and slept nine hours that night,
taking to the road again after breakfast, to what
was to be my final control after 452 kilometres
of riding. Though these two unfaired stretches
were in no way as fraught as the preceding
faster legs, I had not come to the event to ride
unfaired, and so I repeated the word ‘terminer’
as I handed over my race number and brevet
card in Loudeac.

The exchange left me flustered and my bladder
half full. Trying to press on, I encountered the
resistance of too big a gear, and toppled
sideways. Splash! Next I was treated to a
rabbit’s eye view of a car, clearly braking behind
me. The time has come, I thought - I’ll be
ejected from the event. But, the French being
what they are, the driver and his passenger
helped me up and encouraged me on.
I tottered off to the control with the door cracked
and the nose dented and fouling my foot, its
locating spar broken. When I pulled in it was
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Unfinished Business

29kph). End-to-End and 1,000-mile record
holder Gethin Butler (Preston Wheelers) was
the first British rider to finish, more than six
hours later, averaging 25kph. Enticing figures, I
think you’ll agree. I for one intend to be back for
more.

I work at the offices of Cycling Weekly, mbr,
Cycle Sport and the new quarterly magazine
Bicycle, which I edit. Next to me sits a colleague
who finished PBP 2003 in 84 hours 53 minutes
and said never again, to which I add “except in
a faired recumbent”.

The Editor would like to make it quite clear that
when he and ‘bent Rider Online supremo Bryan
Ball agreed to attempt PBP in 2007, he was
only kidding. However, he doubts that Bryan
will believe him, chiz.

This year, a new amateur record was set by a
peloton of five Frenchman and a rider from
Luxembourg working through and off for 42
hours 12 minutes (an average speed of about

The Royal British Legion’s ‘Pedal to Paris 2003’
by Paul Harding
We had 192 riders, one tandem (ridden by a
lot of them. They had even taken a few detours
pair of honeymooning newly-weds) and one
off the route for some speed work, apparently.
recumbent, ridden by someone who had a 5ft x
3ft Union Jack flying on it. Me. A few brave
‘Pedal’ in French apparently means ‘gay’ – and
souls gave it a try; many others no doubt
our tee shirts were printed with ‘Pedal to Paris’
wished they had. After two days on the saddle
in bright pink text. At least, we weren’t going to
of an ordinary bike, you’d think someone had
Amsterdam.
changed the seat for a bayonet.
There were 26 motorcycle outriders – all
I ran out of water before Selindge, but Mel G
serving or ex-police officers (I had previously
(whom I had met on previous P2P rides)
believed they were part of a North French
stopped with me and shared hers. She saved
chapter or something) – but they had no
my life. Cramp developed in both feet a mile or
jurisdiction to stop traffic. They nevertheless
so before Folkestone hill, so I dropped down 2
stopped traffic very professionally - but had
gears and twiddled – the cramp left me, so I
second thoughts about accepting our tee shirts
continued on and conquered the hill.
as souvenirs.
In France, we split into 3 groups – slow (10 12mph), medium (14 - 16mph) and fast (meant
to be 18mph but this was frequently exceeded).

The weather was glorious throughout; day 1,
Greenwich to Dover – 120km; day 2, Calais to
Abbéville – 120 km; day 3, Abbéville to
Beauvais - 110 km and day 4, Beauvais to Paris
– 90 km. I actually logged 294.89 miles.

I tried the medium group on day 3 with 30 to 40
riders. This was when my flag top attachment
bracket chose to work loose, causing the flag to
fall off. I reset it, but by then I’d lost sight of the
rest of the group so I was towed by the
mechanics’ van for 2 – 3 miles. Just as we
caught up, it fell again and the van’s rear wheel
ran over the bamboo pole. In the van went the
flag, and we set off again as before. All was
fixed at the next stop, with a piece of inner
tubing adding grip and cutting off the damaged
end of the pole. I hacked the medium pace but
hardly anyone chatted, so I rejoined the slow
group for more social banter. The fast group
passed us a few times, which confirmed my
opinion of them as being as mad as hatters, the

I was honoured to be our standard bearer at the
wreath laying ceremonies, attended by the
mayors of Calais, Abbéville and Beauvais, this latter ceremony was held in the evening
and was followed by a reception - and at the Arc
de Triomphe, Paris.
In Paris, I ate out with Alan Barton, who will no
longer be in his 70s next year, even though he
has completed every one of the eight Pedal to
Paris rides so far. We agreed that, if he had a
problem with doing it next year (60th Anniversary of the liberation of Paris – and most of
France, too, no doubt) we would try it on a
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recumbent tandem. Any offers? We then
returned to our hotel for the speeches and
awards. The winner of the Derek Filo trophy
(who also received a standing ovation) was
Curly, who had lost his 18-year-old son (a top
army cadet) in April, in Basra. Curly had been

behind me as we crossed the battlefields of
Crecy, and he told me my flag made a lump
come to his throat.
Paul Harding,
Pashley PDQ owner/rider

It’s Your Letters, It’s Your Letters!
Dear Dave

Letter 2

My husband reads your magazine from cover to
cover but sadly he does not yet possess an
HPV. His attempt at home build has come to a
long drawn out full stop (due to family pressures) and I can’t persuade him to buy one.

Dear (Uncle?) Dave
My Dad is making my life a misery. He is all talk
talk talk about HPVs, but has not yet sat on
one. I want an all action hero for a father. How
can I get him to buy one before he loses
anymore hair?

My daughter and I would therefore like to enlist
the help of your magazine, which we feel is in
need of a problem page. If you could print the
letters below and supply the answers, we would
be very grateful, and you would (we hope) have
one more HPV owner/rider in your readership.
Alternatively, if you don’t want to print them,
some serious answers to the first letter would
be appreciated. Or as a further option we are
also open to you printing a piece in your
magazine ordering Neil Martyn of 10 Fitzroy
Road Swindon to buy an HPV before he has a
mutiny on his hands! Of course if you have a
better suggestion of how to make the man do
the deed, go ahead.

Distraught Stamp Fancier
You heard the ladies, Mr. Martyn. Do your duty
as a BRITON!
The roads here I can now inform you are
interesting to walk along. From time to time you
pass a dead opossum or a rifle range
(signposted) or a clump of giant bamboo or a
tree covered in ripe oranges, and you have to
apply your mind to a decision process as to
what to do about these novel features. Stealing
bamboo from someone’s decorative garden
clump is a natural response, of course, but then
you have to think of what you’re going to do
with the bamboo once stolen. I feel a fullsuspension tricycle with organic leaf-springs
coming upon me, not least to annoy Mr Burrows
whose views on bamboo are well-attested.

Anne and Lily
Letter 1
Dear (Uncle?) Dave
If he doesn’t buy an HPV for himself soon, I am
going to be forced to buy my husband one for
Christmas, but don’t know where to start. He
wants a two wheeler, and would use it for town
and country riding and I know he doesn’t want
one with too a long a wheelbase. We are not
rich, but I do not want to buy an inferior bike.
Any suggestions?

The roads here are interesting to drive along.
Heidi, on call at the weekend, was twice
summoned to attend to persons who had rolled
their 4WDs off the highway, the foolish young
men with alcohol and cannabis and in one of
the cases, the ignition key in their bloodstream
(it was sticking out of his forearm, as if he was
just about to start himself); but I cannot discuss
what the roads are like to ride on because the
container with all cycles inside it only came into

Lovesick Westlife Fan
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Auckland this morning, and I have no Bill of
Lading, and until I get one the shipper won’t
release it to me. ’Tis a merry jape, this moving
to the other side of the known world. It involves
quite remarkable amounts of money; and an
astonishing number of people derive an income
from getting a person to fill in forms, correctly,
and more people are gainfully employed to
send forms back to people when they haven’t
filled them in correctly, and yet more people are
paid, actually paid a salary, to ask whether you
emptied your vacuum cleaner bag before
packing your vacuum cleaner. (I didn’t. I’m in
Big Trouble.)

ties?” Oh, the temptations that have to be
suppressed when answering that one.
Should I ever see a human powered vehicle I
shall be sure to let you know. Thus far some
roadies have exhibited their calves at me, and
many a youth has passed me on the pavement
riding a BMX knocking his teeth out of his
jawbone with his knees and some flesh out of
my leg with his handlebar, and several mountain bikes of the sort normally subjected to the
hacksaw and subsequent restructuring into
something useful with a welder have been
spotted outside chemist’s shops where their
owners, if my wife (to whom the local youth
daily report the previous evening’s mishap) is to
believed, were busy purchasing items composed of rubber or pills to rectify punctures in
said items; but I have seen nothing of vehicular
interest.

The most charming document, of course, is the
green landing card the US customs makes you
fill in to disembark for 2 hours to sleep on the
floor of a bleak locked room in Los Angeles
airport while the plane refuels, where you
actually have to answer yes or no to the
question “Have you ever been arrested for an
offense of moral turpitude or are you seeking
entry to engage in criminal or immoral activi-

Your most devout respectful and informative
correspondent
Richard Middleton

Man maltreating expensive tricycle...
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Above: Ladies’ Criterium
Below: Cobra carbon low racer (drool)
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Britons in Lelystad - Above: David Hembrow
Below: Sherri Donaldson (nearest camera)
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Above: Dirk Hentschel’s Magic Scooter 2
Below: Thomas Schott’s Razz-Fazz
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Above: Allert Jacobs / John Poot and Ymte Sybrandy
Below: Sleeping Beauty
Opposite: Nicole Berger
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Suppliers & Wants
Advertising rates for the body of this magazine:

Full page: £30.00
Half page: £15.00
£5.00

Small ads for non-members:

Approximately 300 copies of each issue are printed. Entries in the “Suppliers and Wants” section are
free to BHPC members, and ought not to “employ” their wives as “secretaries”. Big and Shiny One?
Please take out an advert at the above rates and send the money to our Treasurer, as she is the only
one of us lovely enough to be permitted to handle Money. If your address, phone number, prices or
products change, please tell me...
John Lafford, Arrow Bicycle Company, ‘Leonidas’, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough, Wilts, SN8 2JD
Tel/Fax: 01672 540384
e-mail: jalafford@aol.com
Custom CAD design and manufacture of all types of bicycles and tricycles, including recumbents, time trial, fast
tourer, and power assisted vehicles. Cromoly tubing in round, aero and oval sections. Net-type seat fabric to suit
tubular seat frames. Narrow bottom bracket assemblies. Composite wheels in 650c and 20” sizes, with narrow
hubs. Tyre rolling resistance testing. Aerodynamic drag testing.
Avon Valley Cyclery, Bath Spa Railway Station, Bath, BA1 1SX
Tel: 01225 461880/442442
Fax: 01225 446267
e-mail: info@bikeshop.uk.com
WWW: http://www.bikeshop.uk.com
http://www/foldingbikes.co.uk
AVC-designed Road, Mountain and Bath bikes. The UK’s 1s t TCR Road Bike Centre and the UK’s top Folding Bike
Specialist. Family bikes, mountain bikes, comprehensive hire fleet and full workshop facilities.
BikeFix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ
Tel: 0171 405 4639
Fax: 0171 242 6931
e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk
WWW: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/bikefix.html
Recumbent-friendly shop in central London. HP Velotechnik, Challenge, Burrows, Hase, BikeE, Trice, Leitra,
Anthrotech, plus folders / transportables from Brompton, Birdy, Bike Friday & Airnimal. Alesa rims in 406, 507, 559
and 622 sizes; Continental, Primo and Vredestein tyres in 305, 406, 451 and all the big sizes. Recumbent luggage,
fairings and everything else you can fit on a recumbent. Test rides and social weekends. Get on the mailing list...
New Schwalbe Stelvios available in 406 & 559 - “Better race tyre than the Conti GP”
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Mike Burrows Engineering, Bunkell Road, Rackheath Industrial Estate, Norwich, Norfolk, NR13, 6PX
Tel: 01603 721700
Ratcatcher 9, Touring / racing
£1957
RatRacer, Racing / more racing
DIY, £850
Also monoblades and other handy bits, including aero bits for “sticky” bikes.
Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14 6LU (2 miles from Castle Combe)
Tel: 01249 782554
Composite products for HPV’s:
Mk. 5 bike shell, in 6 separate mouldings, fits SWB bike
D6 World Championship-winning shell
Mk. 4 trike shell, in 5 separate mouldings, fits trike approx. 60 cm track,
100 cm wheelbase
Bike front fairing
Bike rear fairing
Seat
Mudguards (20”, MTB, 700c)

from £350
£350
from £250
from £35
from £35
from £35
from £10

Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5EE
Tel: 01342 822847
Fax: 01342 826726
e-mail: bikes@futurecycles.co.uk
WWW: http://www.futurecycles.co.uk
Windcheetah, Trice and Anthrotech trikes, recumbent bikes from Optima, M5, Pashley, BikeE and Easy Racers.
We also handle European subscriptions for “Recumbent Cyclist News” (RCN). RCN is 100% dedicated to promoting
recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders,
dealers and commercial recumbent manufacturers. Annual subscription £25.95 (six issues).
gNash Engineering Aerodynamic Helpful Department, 79 Front Street, Pity Me, Durham, DH1 5DE
Tel: 07971 51981179
e-mail: gnick44@aol.com
I have copied off the net the 3 NACA Duct research documents; if you would prefer not to spend all night downloading them send me a CD-R and I will copy them over for you.
Hockerton Housing Project Trading Ltd., The Watershed, Gables Drive, Hockerton, Notts, NG25 OQU
Tel: 01636 816902
Fax: 01636 816902
e-mail: hhp@hockerton.demon.co.uk
Hire/Demos/Sales of Flevo Bike, Ross, Anthrotech, Brox plus any others we obtain in the meantime! Also, Site Tours
(on foot) of the infamous Hockerton Housing Project - earth sheltered, zero heating, zero CO2 autonomous housing
(as seen on or in every conceivable form of news media in the known Universe!). Full details from Nick Martin at the
above address.
HPV-HEAVEN.COM
Tel: 01295 721860
WWW: http://www.hpv-heaven.com
Parts for recumbent and HPV home-builders. From the people who bought you Velodynamics Bicycles. High Quality
GRP Nosecone mouldings, Seats and Tail-Boxes. Seat foam, frame-building components, tubing and miscellaneous
parts. On-line advice files. Free small ads section. Also, 3D CAD based Design and Prototype Service.
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Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works, Tregoniggie Industrial Estate, Falmouth,
Cornwall, TR11 4SN
Phone / Fax: 01326 378848
e-mail: sales@ice.hpv.co.uk
WWW: http://www.ice.hpv.co.uk/
ICE manufacture the Trice range of recumbent tricycles including the 2003 BHPC Multitrack Championship winner
the Trice XXL. We also supply small rims, tyres, tubes, spokes to order etc. See our web site for more details or call
us for a brochure.
Kinetics, 54 Switchback Road, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 1AE
Phone / Fax: 0141 942 2552
e-mail: ben@kinetics-online.co.uk
WWW: http://www.kinetics-online.co.uk
Recumbents from HP Velotechnik and Hase. Plus S&S couplings, Birdy, Brompton, Custom Framebuilding, anything
you like really...
Tina Larrington, 23 Leander Road, London SW2 2ND
Tel: 020 8244 5862 (eves / weekends)
e-mail: clarrington@pmtp.co.uk
Arty stuff - cartoons, business cards, logos, badges, T-shirts, etc., etc., for builders, dealers and end-users of
recumbent cycles. Customers include “Recumbent UK”, Airnimal Bikes, Westcountry Recumbents, Ian Hague and
the BHPC! Architectural commissions also accepted J
Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Tel: 01621 815476
“Hand Painted T-shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool”

Small Adz
Andy Kinlan, Greasby, Wirral
Tel: 0151 677 0386
Mobile: 07787197482
Flevoracer, dual 26" front wheel drive, leg-steered machine. Unique riding experience. Good condition. £350 ono.
Mike Burrows, Norwich
Tel: 01603 721700
RatRacer DeVille. Suit 5’10" athletic Elvis fan. £1500.
Jonathan Woolrich, 31 Hummer Road, Egham, Surrey, TW20 9BW
Tel: 01784 436796
e-mail: protobikes@aol.com
Oscar ll chassis. Front suspension, rear and intermediate drive. Light and complete except chainset. £50.
Albert Cope, 11 Christopher Close, Stanwell Road, Ashford, TW15 3QF.
Tel: 01784 243869
…has given up the HPV world in favour of a good walk, spoiled. Lots of bits and pieces, some finely crafted.
Rick Martin, Notts
e-mail: nmartin@mysthill4.freeserve.co.uk
Anyone out there have a Ross Festina they’d be willing to sell? (replies can be forwarded - Ed. )
G Dale, Lasham, Basingtoke
Tel: 01256 381051 & ask for Annie
e-mail: gdale247@hotmail.com
M5 Shockproof, fully suspended quasi lowracer with 451 wheels, monoblade front fork, carbon seat, rack, bag,
computer etc. All Campag Veloce. Under two years old, first class condition, goes really well and not too low for
riding in traffic. Colour black, on black. About a grand. Too many bikes, not enough money........
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